
 
 



Mrs Silvana Rampone , an eTwinning ambassador is visiting the 6th 
Primary school of Karditsa 
 
 
 Within the framework of the European project "eCLIL4you Environment and Language 
Integrated Paths for Young Learners" in which our school has participated , along with ten other 
schools from Italy , Spain , France , Hungary , Poland , Germany , Turkey , Finland and Romania ,  
on Monday, April 28th, 2014, Mrs. Silvana Rampone, teacher of English in Italy, an e Twinning 
ambassador and an expert in CLIL methodology, visited our school.  Under her instructions there 
was a  successful running of the program , through which  our school was awarded at national and 
European level. 
 
          Mrs. S. Rampone taught a Geography lesson  in English , presenting her country , Italy to 6th 
grade students who showed great enthusiasm and joy . 
 
          Mrs. S. Rampone presented  a seminar and an  experiential workshop (workshop) entitled 
"CLIL and ICT tools in autonomous learning" which was addressed to teachers of English 
language . The seminar was designed on teaching CLIL  strategies  (Context and Language 
Integrated Learning) implemented activities and tools of information technology (ICT) which were 
used in this program , eCLIL4YOU. 
 
The attendance of teachers was beyond the expected . All colleagues attended the presentation with 
great interest and participated in all activities of the workshop so as to taste modern European 
teaching techniques . 
 
          We want to thank very much -because they honored  the conference with their presence, 
firstly, the Headmistress  of the Directorate of Primary Education Mrs Efthymia Mitsiadi , which 
addressed a  greeting , thanked Mrs. S.Rampone that  visited the school and congratulated all the 
teachers involved in the project implementation , and secondly the School Advisor of the English 
Language Mrs. Marianthe Batsila , who helped  to organize the conference calling teachers from 
Karditsa and Trikala , welcomed the event and stressed how important it is  such courses to take 
place in our city . 
 
          The Headmaster of the school, Mr Ioannis Kalyvas congratulated the teachers of the school 
that  implement such innovative actions to create European standards in young students so as the 
public school has nothing to envy of every other European school . A big ' well done' to the teacher 
of English  Mrs Chryssoula  Diamanti , who as responsible for the project in the school, is 
working endlessly for the best for the quality  in student learning . 
 He thanked Mrs S. Rampone for visiting our school and wished her all the best to continue 
her excellent educational job for a better European school. 
 
          The Headteacher 
 
          John Kalivas 
 


